In this paper we discuss the existence of normalized solutions of nonlinear elliptic PDEs in gaps of the essential spectrum of the corresponding differential operator. This iwue can he of interest, for instance, in nonlinear optics or in crystalline models with impurities. 
Introduction
Finding normalized solutions of strongly indefinite semilinear elliptic equations in unbounded domains has been a long standing question, the normalization being for instance in the space L 2 ( R d ) .
This kind of condition is natural for instance in quantum mechanics, where one looks for particles which have unit charge. In this paper we give an answer to this question for some particular nonlinearities, local and nonlocal. We study the two particular model equations
-au(.) +P(.)U(.) = a ( x )~u (~)~" -l u ( x )
+ X U ( Z ) , u E H~ ( I w~ This last condition is difficult to verify, but this can be done. For instance, when lIallLqcR~, is small enough either for q = m or for some appropriate q E (1, m). For precise statements about Equation (1.1), see Theorems 1 , 2 and 3 below. Let us just mention a particular case of Theorem 2 where this last condition can also be verified: if d = 1, 1 < y < 3, p is piecewise continuous and a > 0 is continuous with non-empty compact support, then there exist X E (Ao -m, X o + 1) and u E H 1 ( R ) such that Note that the above results correspond to subcritical cases for Equation (1.1). 
-A U ( X ) + P (~) U ( T T ) --U(LC)
+
As far as Equation (1.2) is concerned, let us define Hi c H ' ( R~)
The function p ( x ) can be interpreted as the Coulomb potential in a three-dimensional periodic crystal. Now, in this crystal, assume that the atomic nucleus located at the origin of coordinates has been replaced by a nucleus of higher atomic number (commonly called an "impurity", see [8] ). This impurity generates the additional Coulomb potential -alxl-'. In some situations it can bind two electrons. To study this phenomenon, we make the so-called "restricted Hartree-Fock approximation" (see e.g. [15] ), in which the two electrons have the same spatial wave function u , one electron has spin "up", the other has spin "down". This gives (1.2). In this interpretation, the nonlinear term p(u2 * h) is the repulsive potential generated by an electron and felt by the other. The eigenvalue X is the energy of each electron.
Our approach to prove the main results of this paper is the one developed in [7] for the Dirac-Fock equations and is closely related to the theory of bifurcation from the essential spectrum, particularly [14] . Note that of course much more general nonlinear elliptic equations can be treated by the same arguments used to deal with (1.1) and (1.2). In Section 3 we give an abstract version of the theorems showing the requirements in the general case.
General setting
We are interested in problems of the form where X is an unknown "spectral" parameter, p E L " ( I E~ 
Being a solution of (2.6) is understood in the weak sense:
The unknown spectral parameter X is such that the unbounded self-
that is, X is in a spectral gap of u i -A + pu. That such a spectral gap may exist when p is not constant is a well-known phenomenon (see e.g. [13, 14, 161 
Note that L is bounded, self-adjoint and invertible, but neither positive nor negative definite, whereas A is bounded, self-adjoint and positive definite, but has no bounded inverse. Moreover LA = AL and N ( u ) is the gradient, for the H1-scalar product, of the C2 func- 
I X -?) I
The main advantages of these notations are that they are closely related to the variational structure of the problem and that all linear operators are bounded. They lead to a general and abstract framework, but first let us state our main results for (2.6), which ensures the existence of a normalized solution for at least one X E (Ao -m , Xo + I ) .
Let us start with the first case N ( u ) = a(x) julY-lu. 
(or both h,old sim~~ltaneously).
In the unidimensional case we can prove the impossibility of the second case in the above alternative (note that the hypothesis (2.9) on the decay of a ( x ) at i c e is no longer needed) : either for q = cc or ,for some q > -!---. then there exist X E (Ao -nz, X o + 1)
. t l L y d and u E H' ( R d ) such that
In the case of Equation (1. 2) 
) and u E H ' ( I w~) . S U C~ that
The main new feature of the above theorems is that these are not results "in the small" of the type "bifurcation from the essential spectrum", although many technical steps are directly inspired by previous works in this field, particularly by [I41 and [3, 10, 11, 121. Our approach is the one developed in [7] for the Dirac-Fock equations based on an unconstrained penalization, a variational Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction [l, 5, 6 , 41 and the mountain-pass theorem (see e.g. 191). In the superlinear case (Equation (1.1)) some compactness is assumed in this paper (namely, we assume that at least in a weak sense a is small at infinity). In the case of Equation (1.2) the uniform spectral condition (1.5) is enough to ensure the necessary compactness.
Abstract results.
We consider instead of HI@") a general real Hilbert space H with inner-product (., .) and norm I/ . 11, and the equation where L : H + H is a bounded linear self-adjoint operator with bounded inverse (this means that, in the examples, we assume Xo = 0. without loss of generality). The bounded
Let H+ and H-be the eigenspaces corresponding to a ( L ) n R+ and a ( L ) n IW-, supposed nontrivial; they satisfy
for some S > 0. We denote by P and I -P the orthogonal projections on H+ and H-. 
Strongly inrlefinite semilinear equations
Together with A, we also consider A, defined by
Our variational method is based on the functional
-s
and r > 2 is a parameter that will be chosen large (in fact we shall let r + 00 
As a consequence, F,,, has a mountain-pass structure:
This mountain-pass structure allows us to find a Palais-Smale sequence {v,), satisfying
which we call a mountain-pass critical sequence. If we can prove some compactness for the sequence {v,},, we will be able to pass to the limit along some subsequence and find . 4 Proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3.
In this section we consider a class of problems containing (1.1) as a particular case. We will deal with the general problem (3.10) and make the following hypotheses on N. 
Theorem 7. Under hypotheses ( H I ) to (HG), the following alternative holds:

there exists u E H\{O} and X E (--m, 1:) such that
Lu -N ( u ) -= XAu, ( A u , u ) = 1.
or, for all X E (-m, I ) , there exists ux H\{O} such that I n the second case, lim supx ,-,,, ~( P u A )
> 0 and lim supx , -. , , (lux I( < cm.
The second case cannot occur ih i n addition, 2"+2%11~111-"/2 < 6, that is, if the nonlinearity is "srnc~ll" enough. Finally, if the additional assumption (HY) If u, -u , weakly i n H , then N(u,) -I N(u,) and 4(u,) + 4(u,) holds and if there is no solution to L u -N ( u ) =XAu, ( A u : u )
Proof. Preliminary remarks. 1 by 1 -s , for all s E (-m, I ) . Hence it suffices to check the assumptions of Theorem 5 for s = 0 and then the statement of the alternative is a direct consequence of Corollary 6. Step 1. Proof of the inequality c, < 112. t , = 0+, and get for n large enough
If hypotheses ( H I ) to (H6) hold. they also hold when L is replaced by L -s A and
which holds for t , defined by
Step 2. For r > 2 and p > 0 fixed, existence of relatively compact mountain-pass critical sequences satisfying condition (3.20) , as a consequence of the inequality c, < 112. Let <, , T, E ( 0 , l ) be such that ccx. = fL(Er)<r -fi-(Fr) and 2fL(.r,.) = 1:
and set dr = ~: ( T~) T , .
-fr(rr). By t'lle properties of fr we have Moreover for p > 0 we also define a ,,,, E ( 0 , l ) by c,,, = f;(a,,,)a, , -f r ( a ,,,, ).
Let us now consider a (mountain-pass) critical sequence of F,,,, at level c,,,,,  denoted by (u,,) . It is well known that such sequences exist at a mountain-pass level. ((A,cl,,u,) ) and adding (VF, ,,(un),vn) = (VcJ1,,,(un), u,) and (VJ, ,(u,,), w,,) = 0 (see (3.14) and (3.16)) , we get that for some sequence t,,, + 0; beca.use VFr.,(vn) + 0. By (H3). ((A,,u,, u,) ) < 2c, < I ,
Strongly indefinite semilinear equations
that is, (3.20) hold5 true.
The relative compactness of (u,,) follon s from boundedness of (u,,) (sce (3.19)), Step 3. Compactness holds for critical sequences satisfying (3.21 ).
Let r, > 2, pn > 0 be such that (r,,, p,,) converges to (oc, 0) and let (u,,) he a sequencc such that Note that the domain of Frn ,1,7, depends on n.
D~fine now u, = I:, + g r , ,,,, (v,,) and An = 2 f:, ((ilP,,un, u,,) ). We have Lu, = iV(un) + A,, ApTLu,, , A, < 1' < 1 . The relative cornpactriess of (.u,,) follows, as previously, from (4.34), the compactness of N, the inequalities 0 < l i n l s l i~>~-~ A, < 1 and p, -t 0.
Step 4. End of the proof of Theorem 7. The first part of the theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 5, Corollary 6
and Steps 1 and 2.
Let us assume that the second case of the alternative occurs. Writing wx = (I -P ) u x and vx = Pux, we get lirns~p~,.-,~,, $(2vx) > 0 by the following standard argurnent . If not,, we would have for X E (--m, 0) and limx,-, lluxll = 0 (because limx.,-, 4(2vx) = 0 by assumption). Hence for all X near enough to -m, which letads to the contradiction I I~ = wx = I L~ = 0.
Analogously, we get
and therefore lim supx,_, llux 11 < rn (thanks to a! < 2).
We also obtain and the same kind of argument shows t,hat the second case of the alternative cannot occur if 2a+2fiK/~~1(1--"/2 < 6. (see the Introduction for the meaning of Xo).
We set H = H~( I W~) endowed with the inner-product defined in (2.7). is small enough, then SO is ~'+'~~KIIAII'-"/~ (see the remark made in the proof of Theorem 2 about the dependence on y of K , Fx and 4).
( L u , u )~~: = S ,~( V U . V U +~U U )~I
Proof of Theorem 4.
In order to prove this theorrni, we notice that the assumptions (Cl) and (C2) arc implied by (1.5). Indeetl remember that so that
Also note that ,u2(x) z2(y) = / l n x , n I x y l dz dy.
Next, we will prove that the other assumptions of Theorem 5 hold true. For simplicity, we assume A. = 0.
First 
By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (see [ I l l ) , we have
where M($') denotes the mean-value of $'. By the same computations, The r.h.s. of the above inequality is negative if rr is large enough and with (?(a, /3, +, f ) > 0.
We finally ext,end this method t,o a, 3-dimensional space X by considering additional functions f , f such that f , f , j" genserate a 3-dimensional space. Choosing rr large enough, we find a constant I' < 1, which depends only on a, a, /3, f , f , f and $, such that the inequality A, > I' wl3uld imply that the negative space of I?;:, (vn) + 6, has dimension at least 2 for p small and r and n large, which contradicts our assumptions (the dimension being reduced from 3 to 2 because we assumed < A,,u,,, k, >= 0). So we have proved (3.20) by contradiction.
Note that this kind of argument, rellating the Morse index and the location of a nonlinear eigenvalue in a Hartree-Fock equation, was first used by P.L. Lions [15] . 
